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Gender-Sensitive Indicators for 
Media 
 Media are transmitters of culture and engines 

behind globalizing cultures  
 There is a clear intersection between women’s 

empowerment and media development 
 If the media are to accomplish their democratic 

potential then they should reflect diversity in 
society 
   - Unesco 2012 
 



The Body and the Aestetic Skills 

“She’s got a really gorgeous 
figure, and it’s clear with that 
dress that that’s what it’s all 
about. It is elegant and simple 
and it accentuates her figure, 
but it could have been a bit 
more distinctive.” – that’s how 
Lotte Freddie covered the 
story in the Danish 
newspaper Berlingske 
Tidende on 28 February 2011.  

Danish Film Director, Susanne Bier, 
Oscar 2011 



Experts in Denmark – GMMP 2010 

  Every twentieth news source is a female 
expert, every eighth is male expert. In this way 
the picture emerges from the news media that 
women have less expertise when it comes to 
professional knowledge and analysis.  

  
Vox pops: 44% of persons interviewed in the 
news are women. 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparing to our Labourmarket is a problem, where we do have a lot of women and female experts



Experts in Denmark – GMMP 2010 

 
Conclusion: 
   The fewer professional requirements, the 

greater chance a woman has of appearing in 
the news.  
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Presentation Notes
When it comes to voxpops in the news 44% of persons interviewed in the news are women.



History 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Danish database had a long journey before it was actually a tool for the Danish media and the society as a hole. In the 80’es DR (The Danish National Broadcast and the equivalent to BBC rekognized the problem and suggested KVINFO to build up an Expert database to promote women in the media as experts. But it was in 1990 the new director Elisabeth Møller Jensen started to fundraise for the money and partners. Politikens Hus (one of the biggest daily papers in Denmark) became a close partner and after 3 years it was possible to hire a specific person (a journalist) with the skills also technically to build up the database with the IT-people and journalists from Politiken. KVINFO contacted the Danish ministries, experts and journalist unions and the business world collecting CV’s and had seminars for the experts. Here we could use our network and knowledge from our library on gender.  �



Evolution 

 In 1995 the Expert Database "Women on Line" 
was launched as a part of Polinfo (a 
journalistic tool for the media) 

  In 1997 “Women on Line" went online. 
Everyone could access the database on the 
internet for free.  

  In 2004 “Women on Line" is renamed 
"KVINFO’s Expert Database".  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The partnership with Politiken made the database reliable for other journalists and it became quickly well known among journalists. The technology helped us with the internet in 1995 and now the database is well known among journalists as in the Danish society. During the years we have try to build a database with the best digital tools, so it is possible to use it easily front end (for the users) and back end (for the experts filling in their own datas).



Latest Version 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to render women’s knowledge and expertise visible in the public area, KVINFO has built up a Danish database containing more than 1,100 profiles of women who are experts in their field. It represents female experts from all areas of the society, including scientists and researchers, managers, politicians, and persons from the world of arts and culture. The databases provide journalists, employers, conference organisers and others with a tool they can use to search for experts with specific qualifications and skills. The female experts, who are presented through comprehensive CVs listed in the database, will also act as role models for younger women looking to develop their career. Today the Danish Database is well known among journalists when it comes to find relevant female experts in a certain field. 



Profile: Anja Andersen 



Backend 

Presenter
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The expert has her own password and she is the one who write about her self. It gives ownership to the expert. The editor of the Database proofreades the facts and it’s only online after the editor has proofreading so the database are reliable. ��Remarkable news.



Backend 



Backend 



Backend 
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Presentation Notes
Now the women comes by them selvesA new trend is that female managers and researchers are calling and asking if they can come up with. It shows that female experts are there and that they would like to be on the pitch10 years ago, two out of three, said no to being represented in the Expert Database. Today it is only one out of three who says no to refuse to be part of the database



Network meetings 
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Presentation Notes
In 2011 the editor of KVINFO’s Expert Database starts to arrange network-meetings for the experts. For example the networking event "Dressed to the media: use your skills” or about the book Woman know your own carrier. The title plays on one of the most famous books in Danish women’s movements which says Woman know your own body.�Funny to meet eachoter and do some networking.



Middle East 
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Presentation Notes
In 2010 KVINFO’s Expert Database becomes a role model for 3 databases in Lebanon, Jordan and Egypt. All three projects are created in close partnerships with local organizations and KVINFO and in collaboration with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs "The Arab Initiative". The databases are called Who is She in Lebanon, Who is She in Jordan and Who is She in Egypt. 



Jordan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When KVINFO has developed Who is She – databases there was two capacity building seminars for the Who is She-partners focusing on technical and editorial aspects of building up an expert database, i.e. how to select experts, how to approach experts, how to structure the CVs in the database, how to select and build up lists of key words, professions, organisations, how to manage an English-Arab bilingual database, implementing design and implementing the database on the website, back up, procedures of updating profiles etc. as well as how to promote the database to relevant target groups. All experienced during the years with KVINFOs Expert Database.



Libanon 
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And we are working on an Expertdatabase in Tunisia and Maroco. 



Countries in transition 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=egyptian+junta+pic&start=183&hl=en&sa=X&biw=1366&bih=652&tbm=isch&prmd=imvns&tbnid=8oTVK35iqmTyqM:&imgrefurl=http://egyptianchronicles.blogspot.com/2011/03/our-military-junta-of-egypt-meet.html&docid=DfNpyfgrGKmFuM&imgurl=https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-w5vihkKtH58/TW0Tnh9KcvI/AAAAAAAAPJM/Gc-caVZaBkM/council.jpg&w=512&h=256&ei=0T5GT_ewJsa80QXQt-3-DQ&zoom=1


Denmark in transition 
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Boardrooms�Middleeast expertsDanish chamber of commerce – a diversity database



Important Tools 
 Solid and stable organization with a well known website and a non-

political position 
 A broad network - the Library at KVINFO helps the media and 

journalists to appoint female experts 
 Good understanding of the national political context and conditions 

of women on the labour market  
 A partner from the media to build up and to support the database is 

vital – it gives a high level of credibility  
 Knowledge of promoting and contacting journalists and experts 
 Resources and a long term commitment to implement the expert 

database in the daily operational work of the organization 
 Seminars, workshops and network-meetings – how to navigate in 

the media as an expert 



Succes 

 Women experts become visible in the Danish society  
 The databases are build up in partnerships  
 The design is attractive 
 The interface and usability works well 
 A new trend is that female managers and researchers wants to join 

the database. It shows that female experts are there and would like 
to be on the pitch: 10 years ago, two out of three, said no to being 
represented in the Expert Database. Today it is only one out of 
three. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working with coutiousness about gender in the boardroomsNetworking – exchange of experience



Lessons learned 
 The database has to be easy to find and to use – for free  
 An editor who makes research and encourage new experts and 

build a trustful relationship to the experts, confirms and proofreading 
the data 

 An it-manager is able to help immediately when anything goes 
wrong 

 Easy back-end in a content management system 
 Representative pictures of famous experts – it give credibility and 

helps other experts to join the database  
 The experts are really happy to meet and network  
 It takes a lot of time to promote the expert database 
 Partnerships are crucial 
 The databases as such shows that women experts are there  



 
 

  
         Thank you for your attention 
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